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ABSTRACT 

Engineering concepts are uti I Ized to determine the suitability of applying 
roofing systems over exlst-Ing commercial roof assemblies. The criteria for 
determining the need to remove the original roof assembly are Identified. The 
effect of water In the cross section of the existing roof on the various 
elements of an added assembly are evaluated. The manner of Ingress of water 
Into this system; I.e., water that Is built In during construction, water 
from the Interior via moisture vapor movement or by roof leaks; the ability 
,f the water to vent downward based on the vapor/pressure differentIal. and 
the existence of vapor retarders In the assembly ere taken Into account to 
determIne the rate at whIch water can be removed from the system. These 
criterIa are assocIated wIth the elements In basic types of new roofIng 
systems, Including the membrane. adhesives, mechanical fasteners, and 
InsulatIon to determIne th.lr suitability. 

These relationships provide the basis to preselect roofing systems. The 
levels of selection criteria are discussed; I.~., code approval, fire 
.Ind resistance, long term Insulation value, and overall weight. 
discussed Is the effect of water trapped within the new system that has 
effective vapor retarders within the cross section. 
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This analysis Indicates the need for future work to develop leak detection 
:apabllity to protect roof elements from degradation by prolonged exposure to 
undetected trapped water. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The commercIal roofing market, which Is so large It Is measured In billions 
of sq. ft. has become static In size In the last decade. The ratio of reroof 
to new roof construction has Increased to 2 - 1 versus a more tradItional 1 
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1. Single ply roof systems usage have Increased to an equal share of root 
construction with built-up roof systems. Tearing off the old roof before 
Installing a new roof has been common practice until recentlyo Now, 
recovering, (covering the old roof with a new roof) has Increased to 
approximately 40% of roofing construction (Eiseman 1989). 

The rate of problems for roofs repaIred by recoverIng Is 50% greater 
amount constructed (Smith 1989). This has been the case for both 
roofs (BUR) and single-ply systems. Based on this limited data. 
selective process Is needed for repairing roofs by recovering. 

than the 
built-up 

a more 

The decision to recover should be made based on the compatibility of all the 
components of the added system with the potentially wet substrate of the 
existing system. This paper addresses that premise. After acceptable systems 
are IdentifIed to be used In specific recover situations, the best system can 
then be selected on the basis of design, material, InstallatIon, and 
competitive attributes. 

The benefits of recovering are enticing. Saving the cost of the tear-off 
(whIch can approach the cost of a new system) the abIlity to continue 
operatIons within the structure In a safe and uninterrupted fashion, and 
saving the InsulatIon In the exIsting system are prime examplese The concerns 
are essentIally all Involved with the potentIal problems trapped water can 
cause to the new system. They are the same problems that exist In the system 
under consideration for rehabilitation, that Is, damage to the structural 
deck, Insulation, and mechanical fasteners. 

MechanIcal fasteners are a major concern because of the 
ferrous based fasteners specified In al I roof systems. 
emphasized In a report by Rossiter (1989) when corrosion 
documented and research needs outlined. 

great amount I I 
Th I s concern Is 

of fasteners was 

The purpose of this paper Is to provide a rationale to determine what roofing 
systems are acceptable for recover situations on the basis that water Is 
present in the existing system. Can the water be elimInated from the system 
In a tImely fashion? Are the new roofing components sensitive to water? The 
first decisIon to be made Is based on answers to these questions. Then, the 
Important, but more perfunctory decisions rel~ted to design, Installation, 
and cost can be made. 

HISTORICAL REVIEW 

Reylew Qi Reroofing PractIces 

Built-up roofs (BUR) for commercial roof construction have been used for more 
than 100 years. Until the 1950s. properly Installed roofs performed well and 
were relatively simple to repair when a leak In the roof membrane occurred. 
The roof membrane then became a roof Ing system, which Included Insulation, 
vapor barrier, and fasteners. When wetted, these components would deteriorate 
and eventually contribute to the degradation of the roollng membrane Itself. 
AccordIngly, the ratio of repairs to replacement began to favor replacement. 
The recover mechanism was not considered an acceptable means of 
rehabilitating a roofing system because the new roof system was composed of 
similar water- sensitIve materials. Roof Insulations were of organic 
composition as were reinforcIng felts. Also, the cost for replacement was not 
prohibitive In that the buildings were generally small. low. and stable. 

The 1950s through the 1970. saw the roofing Industry essentially equally 
divided between new construction and reroofing. Water that went undetected 
within roofing systems, created a situation where repairs were not 
acceptable, making reroofing necessary. Buildings were larger and more 
complex so the cost of a tear-off became more meaningful. Also, some of the 
systems available were stili conslder6d somewhat water sensitive, even though 
material such as fibrous glass was Introduced for the manufacture of 
Insulation and roofing felt. The Insulation materials. even with the advent 
of closed cell plastiC foams, were stili considered too sensitive to water to 
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"be acceptable In a recover system. 

SIngle ply roofIng membranes had garnered a large share of roof construction 
at the begInning of the 1980s. Because these membranes were Insensitive to 
water a high percentage of the usage was In the reroof Ing area and Installed 
using recover methods. Dependent on the type of roof system some of the 
components CQuid be affected by trapped water, such as fasteners that 
penetrated the existing roof system. I 

The majority of existing roofs to this point were built-up roof systems, but 
obviously, the single ply membranes used In new construction were becoming 
eligible for reroofing, therefore candidates for recovering. 

Single ply membranes are categorized as thermoset (elastomerlc), 
thermoplastic, and modified bitumen. They are, by nature, water resIstant 
materials. Water resistant materials for construction of BUR have been 
Introduced Into the Industry using hot and cold applied build-up technology. 
Examples are; polyester based reinforcing felts and polymer modified 
bitumens. 

Drying 21. ~ ~ Systems 

Lightweight fills, such as Insulating concrete and gypsum concrete, contain 
water In excess of 100% by dry weight. The excess water falls through the 
forms during construction and dries to approximately 80% by weight before a 
roof log system I s I nsta I led. Based on a dry dens I ty for these concretes of 25 
Ib/ftJ(407 kg/m 3) and cast In a thickness of approximately 3 In. <75 mm) the 
water content Is 5 I b/ft 3 (25 kg/m 3). Based on the pormeance of tho 
substrate, these systems wIll dry In a few months or a number of years 
(Perrine 1982). Personal examinations of such roof structures 10 to 12 
years after constructIon show that systems, where water has not Intruded, 
have dried. The mechanical fasteners, which were often uncoated roofing 
nails or zinc coated fasteners, had not degraded. Where water had Intruded, 
mechanical fasteners had degraded and water contents ·were found In excess of 
100% by dry weight. These examples are sited because they are wet systems by 
design. The drying results would be similar for roofing systems that become 
wetted after construction. It Indicates the Importance of knowing as early as 
possible when.a leak develops, and the drying rate when the water Intrusion 
Is stopped. 

~ QE SUBSTRATE IN DRYING IQ INTERIOR 

The deck plays a major role In the drying rate for water trapped In a system 
during construction or that Is .not removed after a leak Is repaired. Specific 
steps to fol low to make a proper repair exist. They are dlff Icult to perform 
with the least difficult step, repairing the leak, often the only action 
taken. The steps are: 

knowIng a leak exIsts 
locating the leak 
assessing the Internal damage 
repairing the Internal damage 
repaIring the leak 

The type of deck plays a major ro I e I n the ab I I I ty to accomp I I sh these steps. 
As examples, starting with the deck up: 

porous formboard 
I I ghtwe I ght concrete 
mechanically attached 
no top surfacing 

membrane 

\ 
In this case leak water would be easily located as It drops vertlcall~ 
through the e~tlre cross section, so the problem with the waterproofing I~ 
directly associated with the point of entry Into tho building. The materials 
In the cross section would not be adversely affected by moisture as drying 
occurs quickly. 
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A similar example Is: 

structura I concrete deck 
liquid applied, fully adhered roof membrane 
loose laid Insulation 
ballast 

In this case, a leak probably does not exist, but If one did, no lateral 
movement of the water would occur within the cross section. The water would 
lay directly on the deck and eventually soak through. The leak would be 
vertically oriented with the point of entry Into the building. 

A more difficult example: 

meta I deck 
rigid Insulation board 
vap_or barr I er 
two layers of Insulation (bottom layer closed cell; top layer porous) 
loose appl led ballasted membrane 

In this case, water leaking Into the system would be difficult to 
because It would move laterally and be trapped Inside. There 
relationship of the origin of the leak with the point of entry or the 
entry Into the building. 

handle 
Is no 

time of 

This latter case closely resembles the conditIon for recovering; that Is, a 
new roof I ng system I nsta II ed over an ex I st I ng roof system. The new system 
would be designed to be compatible with water In the existing system, but 
subsequent leaks Into the new system would be difficult to determine and 
locate. ThIs could lead to destructIon of components of the new system. 

ALTERNATIYES FOR RECOYERING 

The choice not to recover, but tear off, wI II not be examined. Recover for 
low slope commercIal roofs Is relatively new. Recovering steep roofs Is an 
acceptable roofing practice based on experience. Design and Installation 
criteria are readily available for water shedding types of roofs. Technology 
changes, usage changes, and economIcs have created a demand for utilizing the 
recover concept for low s loped roof log. Recover systems have been I nsta I led 
and, In many cases, for the wrong reasons Including expediency and less 
expense. Often, a decision Is made with no analysis of system performance. 
Additional Information Is needed. Additional Information wll I be developed 
however, sufficient Information exists at this time to select roof systems 
based on performance. The decision to recover revolves around the following 
choices: 

eliminating the water within the existing system In a timely fashion so 
degradation wll I not occur to any components 

using water Insensitive materIals 

Using materials In a sequence where they wll I not be affected by the 
moIsture In the system. 

Currently available products and systems provide limited choices. In the 
future the choices can be extended by the development of new products and 
systems, and by the development of water detection methods for early and 
complete repair of the added roof system. Such developments also wll I be 
meanIngful for new constructIon. 

Many roofIng systems are Installed over decks, vapor or aIr barrIers, and 
Insulations that Inhibit the egress of water Into the building for negating 
both timely observance of a leak and rapid drying. This undetected trapped 
water ellmfnates the choice of using materfals that cannot be exposed to 
water without degrading. Therefore, water sensitivity materials must be 
quantified. Materials without a quantified resistance to degradation should 
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be considered water sensitive. A suggested format for classification Is \ 
displayed In Table 1 (Resistance of Material to Water). The materials are 
aligned with the generic types of roofing systems to evaluate the acceptance 
of the system, Table 2 (Acceptability of New Systems for Installation Over 
Existing Roof Systems). These generic systems are divided Into the basic 
underlying systems; with a vapor retarder, no dryIng to the underside 
without a vapor retarder, predictable drying rate to the underside. 

These procedural steps should be followed to analyze the suitability of 
recovering. 

determine roof cross sectIon 

determine moisture content 

compare mo Isture content to the equ II I br I um mo Isture content of 
Insulation material 

perform tlme-to-dry calculations based 
considerations utilizing the multiples of 
pressure differential, and time. 

on moisture vapor drive 
permeance, moisture vapor 

relate tlme-to-dry with the moisture sensitivity of the roof components 

Roof cross section and moIsture content are determined using standard 
Industry techniques. The cross section can be verifIed by revIewIng roof 
plans and specIfIcations. A core sample to verify the construction also can 
provide a better definition of the quality of the structure. Numerous 
methods exist to quantify moisture content. They vary from simple core cuts 
to roof surveys based on Infra-red, capacItance, and nuclear technologIes. 
(Jenkins 1981) 

The excess water 15 the amount above the equilibrium moisture content 
(Anderson 1985), primarily of Insulation materials. Typical values of 
equilibrium and maximum moisture content are listed In Table 3 (Moisture 
Content - Roofing Components). Equilibrium values vary considerably from 
organic fibrous products, that have a relatively high value, to closed cel I 
plastIc foams, with low values. Also, the maxImum amount of water that can be 
held by these products 15 respectively high and low. The drying time should' 
be predicated on drying to the equilibrium value. This provides a degree of 
safety with respect to the fibrous products because free water does not occur 
until a value somewhat higher than the equilibrium values 15 reached. For 
example, the equilibrium value for wood fiber products 15 12% to 15%. Free 
water will not occur until about 35% moisture by weight, which occurs at 100% 
relative humidity (Baker 1969). 

Eliminating ~ fLQm Systems 

This discussion relates to InterIors considered to be comfort conditions, 
such as 70°F (21°C) and 50% relative humidity. The same design criteria and 
decisIon makIng crIterIa can be used for Jow temperature space and hIgh 
temperature/high humidity structures. When a roof 15 determined to be In need 
of repair It 15 assumed It 15 because water has leaked Into the Interior and 
also exists within the cross section from these leaks. The water that has 
I eaked I nto the system most I I ke I y w II I be contam I nated wi th su I phate and 
chloride Ions (Riedel 1982). These will form the basis for an electrollte 
when In solution therefore, In addition to degradation by wetting products, 
rustlng-and-galvanlc Induced degradation of ferrous materials 15 likely. 
Moisture from the Interior vIa vapor drive Is considered transient and not 
accumulative because the drIve downwards Is an order of magnitude greater 
downward than upward, I.e., summer versus winter; day versus nIght; sunny 
versus cloudy. 

Once leak water 15 prevented from entering the system, drying to the Interior 
wll I begin unless there 15 a vapor barrier (retarder) present. If a barrier 
15 In place It 15 assumed It 15 performing as a vapor retarder 50 drying 
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downward will not occur. Drying will not occur effectively by edge venting or 
through roof-top surface venting (Tobfasson 1981), therefore, drying will not 
occur. The new system components I nsta I I ad w f I I have to be I nsens I t I va to 
trapped water or not penetrate Into the area below the existing roofing 
membrane, such as fasteners extend I n9 I nto the structura I deck. Water wIll 
not tend to move upward past the original membrane because It has effective 
barrier capabIlity and the driving force upward Is less than It Is downward. 
So a ballasted new roof, conventional or protected membrane assemblies (PMA) 
are usable solutions. If fasteners are required, a viable solution Is to tear 
off the existing roof assembly down to the vapor retarder. If It Is not 
damaged durIng reroofing the InterIor operations need not be hampered. 

Drying wll I take place If there Is no vapor barrier. All roof decks will pass 
water at a rate dependent upon the permeance of the structure and the 
moisture vapor drive. Typical permeance rating for structures are listed 
<Tab Ie 4 'Permeanee of Decks) 

Once water has been removed from the cross sectIon, the degradatIon potentIal 
wll I be terminated. Where drying can occur the time to dry must be compared 
to the time the components resist degradation. 

The time the system will be wet can be estimated by the use of the moisture 
vapor transmission equation based on Flck's Law. The quantity of water per 
unit area that can be removed Is directly proportional to the driving force 
and Inversely proportional to the resistance to passage of moisture. Using 
available data with this rate equation and knowledge of the amount of water 
wIthIn the system, as noted by measurement, the tIme to remove the excess 
water can be determined. 

The amount of water calculated to be removed from the exIsting roof cross 
sectIon to the InterIor by moisture vapor transmissIon wll I be a conservatIve 
value. Construction tolerances, openings for proJections, and edge effect at 
the wail/ceiling Juncture wll I allow additional drying by air Infiltration. 
Partially attached single ply membranes also may Increase the benefits of 
drying by ventilation with the "pumping" action of the bll lowing membrane. 
These dryIng mechanisms are not Included because they have not been 
quanltlfled. 

The potential for drying Is the difference between the vapor pressure within 
the wetted cross section and the space below. For comfort conditions of 700F 
(21

0 
CJ and 50% relative humidity the vapor pressure Is 0.37 In. Hg (1.25 

kPaJ. The vapor pressure In a wetted system at 100% relative humidity Is 
dependent upon the temperature the system would reach. To dry downward a 
higher vapor pressure Is needed within the roof cross section. This relates 
to a hIgh temperature, therefore, summertIme develops drying versus 
wintertime. There Is a reversal from summer to winter so water would tend to 
enter the roofing system during the winter. However this drive Is much 
lower, as much as 1/10 of the driving force In the summer, with the net 
result of drying. 

Assuming a non-Insulated new roof system over the existing system, roof-top 
temperatures for graveled or black surfaces would reach 130°F (5~C) to 1800 F 
(8Z'-'C)' The work done by the National Bureau of Standards (Cullen 1981) has 
pubJ lihed tIme/temperature cUrves for summer condItions tIme for varIous 
surfaces ranging from light to dark Figure I (Effect of Surface Treatment on 
the Solar Heating of Built-up Membranes During Summer Exposure). A first 
approxImatIon can be made by assumIng an average temperature and aSSOCiating 
that with the time It persists. For example, for a graveled surfaced 
membrane, a temperature of 1300 F (5!§"'C) for approximately 10 hours a day can 
be malntafned. Use three months per year In the summertime, ~hen the roof 
would be exposed to dIrect radIation, for a total drying tIme of 900 hours. 

The quantity of water per unit of roof area removed per year would be equal 
to the permeab II I ty of the roof deck I n quest I on times the vapor pressure 
drive for this approximated drying season. A permeance of 1 perm (57.5 perm) 
Is assumed for a sample calculation. 
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The dIfference In pressure Is equal to the vapor pressure at 130°F (5~C) at 
100% relatIve humIdIty, 4.5 In. Hg (15.2 kPa) less the pressure of the 
InterIor, whIch Is .37 In. Hg (1.25 kPa). ThIs provIdes a dIfferentIal of 
4.13, (14 kPa). The amoun~ of water that can be drIed per year would be equal 
to 0.53 Ib/ft2 (2.6 kg/m ) 

WATER REMOVED = PERMEANCE X VAPOR PRESSURE X TI ME X UNIT CONSTANT (1) 

Ib/ft2 X hr./yr. 1.4 4 (2) I-P Units yr. perm X in. Hg X x 10_4 
0.53 :::I 1.0 X 4.13 X 900 X 1.4 x 10 0) 

2 (perm) kPa X hrJyr. X 3.6 x 10-6 (4) SI Un i ts kg/m yr. X 
2.6 3.75 X 14 X 900 X 3.6 x 10-6 (5) 

InsulatIon, such as organIc fIber board wIth 100% water content In a 2 In. 
(50 mm) thickness would have an excess moisture content of approximately 2 
Ib/ft Z (9.8 kg/m Z). With a deck permeance of 1 perm It could require 4 years 
to dry; at 10 perm (575 perm) It would take less than one year. 

If the new system Included Insulation wIth a thermal resistance equal to 10 
(1.8) the temperature difference of the existing system would be tempered. If 
the orIginal Insulation In Its wetted state had an effective thermal 
resistance of 5 (0.9) the temperature drop across the original system would 
be 1/3 the total temperature difference. One third of the temperature drop, 
130°F 155°C) - 70°F (21°C) divided by 3 Is 20°F (ll°C). This would reduce the 
temperature at the top of the original InsulatIon to 90°F (32°C). The vapor 
pressure at that temperature and 100% humidity Is reduced from 4.5 Inch Hg 
(15.2 kPa) to 1.4 Inch Hg (4.7 kPa) This reduces the difference In vapor 
pressure from 4.1 Inch Hg (14 kPa) to 1 InchHg (3.37 kPa) effectively 
Increasing the drying time by four times. If there Is no design requirement 
for additional Insulation the drying time Is signIficantly shorter and the 
thermal resistance of the original Insulation can be retrieved. 

Improving 
subjected 
additIonal 

the decIsIon making process to recover, when materials wll I 
to moisture for a limited time, requires the development 
Information: 

permeance values for non-homogeneous roof decks 

dynamic tIme/temperature relationshIps for various climates 

be 
of 

quantifying the acceptable time of exposure of various roofing 
components, such as fasteners and Insulations. 

Alternatives are to use materials that are water Insensitive; or not to have 
them exposed to water In the roof sysTem. 

Selection Based QB Water InsensItive Materials 

Roofing membranes that are InsensItive to water are common In the market 
today. Insulations that are resistant to the Ingress of water are also 
available In the form of closed cell plastic foams. The positIonIng of 
Insulation above an existing roof membrane does not put It In a sItuation 
where there would be moisture. The moisture wIthin the old system would be 
dried downward, even when slowed by the added Insulation above. The barrier 
qual (ties of an existIng membrane, If It Is not IntentIonally damaged or 
perforated, retards the passage of water upward. 

When mechanical fasteners are used to penetrate the existing roof membrane to 
hold the new roofIng system In place the portion of the fastener that 
penetrates through the old system Is In a hostile environment with respect to 
moisture. If the fastener materials are moisture sensitive, In all likelihood 
degradation wll I occur unless the drying time Is short. For example, the 
drying rate will be essentIally zero for a vapor retarder In place, but It 

. could be very high for a porous deck, such as a gypsum deck or a wood fiber 
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\ concrete panel deck system with a perm ratIng of 10 or more. 
'ferrous fasteners, which effectively resist the degrading 
conditions, Would be sultable< 

The use of 
effects of 

non
wet 

Selection ~ Q1l Sequence Qf Construction to flece Mni.llLl~ fDiS!Ci iLQm 
Trapped ~ 

The use of a protected membrane assembly concept eliminates the potential 
degradation of rootIng membranes and the Insulation. The Insulation Is 
designed to be In the weather and water above the new membrane. The 
requirement for mechanical fasteners to hold the system In place would be 
essentially the same as for conventional roof cross sections. The fasteners 
would be In a wetted area below the existing membrane, but there Is les5 
occasion for condensation to occur. This Is because the temperature to which 
the new membrane Is exposed Is warmer In cold weather than that for a 
conventionally Installed membrane. An Interesting procedure w.ould be to delay 
app I t cat I on of the I nsu I at Ion for a summer over a black membrane. Th I 5 WOU I d 
enhance drying by heating the membrane by the sun. 

FOLLOW-UP CONSIDERATIONS 

After the IndIvidual roof systems are Identified for a specific recover 
project the best system Is selected on the basis of deSign, Installation, and 
cost considerations. Canon (1988) assembled a complete guideline of such 
considerations. Table 5 Is a condensed version of the more Important aspects 
to consider. The selected system must meet these requirements. For example, a 
bal lasted system would meet the reqUirements for fire from above, but may be 
too heavy for the structure. Code requirements often require mechanically 
attaching the original roofing system which may necessitate the use of non
ferrous fasteners. The thickness of the total cross section may require 
changes In height of edges and proJections to accept the new system. The 
Items related to design must be met, and therefore can disqualify previously 
selected systems. Installation Items for the most part are concerned with 
modifications to adapt the new system. Cost Items are the result of meeting 
these criteria. The major bonus of the recover approach Is the cost saving of 
eliminating the tear off of the original roof system. The tear off cost can 
equal the cost of a new roof. 

THE PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH TRAPPED WATER ARE THE SAME FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 
AS RECOVER 

The application of roofing systems In the recover concept can be done, by 
following engineering logic. Often Ignored but as Important, the same logic 
must be followed for new construction, which Includes tear off situations. 
New systems can become wet as systems I nsta I I ed over ex I st I ng roof systems. 
New construction should be monItored because the same problems noted for the 
systems being recovered can occur. When leaks occur the problems are 
compounded because the old roof system provides a form of vapor retarder 
making It difficult to determine when and were the recover roof Is leaking. 
This allows potential degradation of the products placed above the original 
roofing membrane before leaks are noted In the Interior. Monitoring of all 
roofs through preventative maintenance programs Is worthwhll'e. Leak detection 
concepts should be developed for al I roofs that Include some form of water 
barrier below the roof membrane to locate leaks before degradation occurs. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. 

2. 

The reroof segment of total roofing constructIon Is large, 70., and 
growing. Of this, recover Install atlons account for 40%, compared to 30% 
for tear off. This change In the roofing market has been motivated by 
the favorable economics of recover, and the availability of a number of 
products considered to be water resistant. 

When to recover Is the Initial decision to be made. Then tho decisions 
of how best ·to Implement the recover process are made. 
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I 3. Rooting systems can be selected tor rec~ver on the basis at: 

using materials that resist degradation while the system dries 

using water resistant materials 

Sequencing water sensitive materials to not be In a wet environment 

4. The time to dry a system to the Interior of a structure can be 
determined using moisture vapor transmission calculations. 

5. The decision not to use certain systems tor recover can be verified. 

6. Increasing the 
development of 
adhesives. 

number of systems for recover Is dependent on 
water resistant products, such as fasteners 

the 
and 

7. The length of time roofing products can resist degradation when exposed 
to wet environments needs to be quantified. 

8. The functions that control the drying rate should be defined In more 
detail: 

The permeability of non-homogenlous and panellzed roof decks. 

The drying energy with respect to time and temperature on a 
seasonal basis. 

9. The drying effects of air Infiltration and roof venting for non-rigid 
roof membrane systems should be quantified. 

10. Leak detection 
protect roofing 
construction. 
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175 INSULATED - CONCRETE DECK 

SURFACE 

l1.. 150 CD SMOOTH BLACK 
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Figure 1. Effect of surface treatment On the solar heating of built-up mem
branes during summer exposure 

Table ,. Resistance"of material to 
water 

ITEM YES NO LIMITED 

ROOF MEMBPANE 

ADHESIVE TO: 

SEAM LAPS OF MEMBRANE 

ADHERE MEMBRANE TO INSULATION 

ADHERE INSULATlON TO OECK 

FASTENERS TO· 

ATTACH INSULATION TO DECK 

ATTACH MEMBRANE TO DECK 

INSULATION" 

APPUEO BElOW MEMBRANE 

APPLIED ABove MEMBRANE 

~ 
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Table 2. Acceptability of new systems 
for installation over existing roof 
systems 

NEW SYSTEM EXISTING SYSTEM 

WITH VAPOR WfTHOUTVAPOA 
GENERIC DESCAIFTION RETARDER RETARDER 

BUILT UP ROOF MeMBRANE tBUR,: 

ADHERED WITH BITUMEN 

MECHANICALLY FASTENED 

SINGLE-PLY MeMBRANE: 

BALLASTED 

MECHANICALLY FASTENED 

ADHERED 

PROTECTED MEMBRANE 
ASSEMBLIES (PYAI: 

BALLAST 10# 

BALLAST 15# 

OTHER 

OTHERS: 



Table J~ Moisture content-roofing 
components (% dry weight) Table 4~ Permeance of decks 

I 
1 I TYPE MATERI!"~ 

I 
1000G.ANIC FELT MEMBRJWE 

IFIBER80MD 

I PERLITE BOJIJ'lO 

I GlASS F16ER 

IURErnANE 

,EXPANDED POlYSTYRENE 

i LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE 

I DRY ASPI-W. nc FILLS 

ICELLUlAA GlASS 

EXTRUDED POLYSTYRENE 

I 
(ANDERSON 1985) 

------------,-----------, --------1 
EOUIUSRIUM MAXIMUM MQISnlRE 

MOISTURE CONTENT CONTENT OBTAINED MM!8ATEruRl!;IA'\lL _________ ---I_--'D"'EbRJ"LiI.!I_ p~8"fi \ 
AT 90% AH 7SF BYIMMEfiSION 

1.0% ,,% 

12.0% 43 .. 

4.0% """ 2.0% "0% 

CONCRETE (4.0 IN THICK) 0.8 I 48 I 
CONCRETE PLANK >0.8

1 
!! :\, I' 

METALPAN/CONCRETE <0.1)1.....,.. 

WOOD Pl.ANK {1.0 IN THICK) OA-504 :: .. 310 II 

I Pl'fWlXX) (0.5 IN THICK) 0.35 Co" 

6.0% """ SHREDDED WOOOC"ONCRETE >501 28601 

3.0% "0% FORMBOAAD FOR lIGKTWEIGHT DECKS 50 2880 
6.0% """ METAL DECK 1 iM'Pf'D)Ql 5., (foPP1'OX) 1 

0.1% "'" 
0.01% 30% 

(ASHRAE 1981) 
0.5% 10%-15% 

NOTE: 1 B <,>,AMJ(APPRO>QAAEAVl"HCfI'SMCOIFICATIONS 

Table 56 Follow-up considerations 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

RESISTANCE TO FIRE - ABOVE 

RESISTANCE TO FIRE - BELOW 

RESISTANCE TO WIND 

WEIGHT UMITATIONS 

THERMAL REQUIREMENTS 

TRAFFIC LOADING 

APPEARANCE 

CODE REQUIREMENTS 

INSTALLATION CONSIDERATIONS 

DRAIN HEIGHT 

SLOPE CHANGES 

FLASHING HEIGHTS AND SECUREMENT 

FASCIA ATTACHMENT 

ROOF EQUIPMENT INTERFERENCES 

ROOF LOADING RESTRICTIONS 

COST CONSIDERATIONS 

FIRST COST 

MAINTENANCE COST 

TOTAL COST - UFE CYCLE CALCULATIONS 

VALUE OF WARRANTY 
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